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PENTACUP
WHAT IS THE PENTACUP?
Aweta has developed a machine 
for round fruit and vegetables: the 
Pentacup. This machine is ideal for 
growers with small capacity and/or 
small sorting space. It is a combination 
of an integrated singulator and grader. 
The Pentacup has been designed for 
easy “pick and grade”. It consists of a 
modern frame, with a standard length 
of 11.9 meters, perfectly fitting into 
any truck or container. It is easy to 
install and even easier to maintain. 

A unique feature of the Pentacup is the 
patented 5-sided cup. These cups hold products precisely in place, ensuring an accurate 
weight measurement. Therefore, the Pentacup can sort products with a diameter between 
40 and 110 mm (such as tomatoes, kiwis, stone fruit, citrus and apples) with a speed up 
to 15 cups per second. The lane is equipped with loadcells ensuring accuracy for weight 
with a maximum std. dev. in weight of 1 %.

PICK AND GRADE
The Pentacup grades products on weight and can be used in combination with a camera 
for colour and diameter. Because of the 5-sided cup, the product lays still in one position, 
ensuring an accurate weight determination.

The machine and its operation has been designed 
to enable easy usage. By using a touchscreen 
cockpit, the operator has easy acces to every 
program. The user interface enables the operator to 
walk through the system step by step. Every step 
eliminates several options, preventing the user to 
make mistakes, yet guiding him to the necessary 
decisions.
Since the machine can be used for small batches 
and quick grading, the operator can custom make 
different programs. He can store them and activate 
them when necessary, guaranteeing a homogenous 
batch of products.

SMOOTH AND GENTLE HANDLING
Products move smoothly and delicately from the singulator to the grader without any 
obstacles or drops. This continuous single flow also guarantees a smooth and gentle 
handling of the products.

A 1-line machine can disburse products to the left and to the right. The Pentacup is 
programmed to collect batches of the same weight. Once the exit has accumulated the 
maximum weight, the packer can open the exit, fill the box, ensuring that every box has 
the same total weight.

 

PENTACUP

TROUBLE-FREE MACHINE
Since this is a machine for quick usage, 
the maintenance is just as effortless as 
the installation. The carriers are clicked 
on the chain so they can be simply 
removed and replaced. No special tools 
or mechanical personnel are required. 

The Pentacup is a very compact, trouble-
free machine. It is easy to install and 
specially designed for growers with little 
space and small batches. It runs steadily, 
doesn’t need a lot of programming and 
is user-friendly. It relies on a smooth, 
reliable, steady flow of business.

 
 

 

 

Execution left, right or both
Speed 6 - 15 cups/s
Product size 40-110 mm

Colour System
Mono Vision: diameter and/or colour
one side measurement

Weight Range 10 - 500 g

Accuracy
0-100 g: 1 g st. dev.
100 - 500 g: 1% st. dev. 

Number of Outlets Max. 16 

Products
All round products (i.e. tomatoes, kiwis, 
stone fruit, citrus and apples etc.)

Maintenance quick installation and easy maintenance
Aweta G&P    Tel +31 (0)15 310 9961

Aweta Sistemi    Tel  +39 0547 316900

Aweta Autoline    Tel +1 559 638 5432

Aweta Autoline Systems   Tel +1 509 248 8200

Aweta France    Tel +33 (0)4 90 88 2166 

Aweta Poland    Tel +48 32 78 18173

Aweta China     Tel +86 10 6789 2399
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